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At the Tribune was Hemot, stout, heavy, and pale, aware
of his tremendous responsibility, weighing every word he
uttered, no longer the bluff and genial Mayor of Lyons,
appealing to mob emotion, but a statesman of France, placing
before the assembly proposals of a revolutionary and far-
reaching character To the Right of him were the men of
the old tradition, believing only in the power of the sword,
in the supremacy of French arms, in the worthlessness of
conciliation with their hereditary enemy On the Left were
the men who believed that only by conciliation and the unity
of democratic peoples, would peace be achieved
The spokesman of the Right was M Franklin Bouillon,
bluff and blusterous, sceptical of any pledges which might
be made by Germany, even of those which had been made
by England, convinced that any form of disarmament
would be a treachery to France and a surrender to an enemy
already forming new combinations for attack The spokes-
man of the Left was M Leon Blum, leader of the French
Socialists, an intellectual and a man of culture, tall, thin,
austere, with the passionate belief that security could only
be obtained by way of disarmament, yet admitting that the
liberal and pacifist forces in Germany were weakened by
national passions, encouraged in the past by the mistakes of
France
M Hemot, that fat, pale man, spoke with a grave eloquence
which kept the Chamber silent His plan was startling It
was enormously bold in conception It was imaginative,
generous in idealism, a noble vision He took his stand on
the pledges of peace He believed in England s word at
Locarno He believed the American people would regard
the Kellogg Pact as a sacred pledge, and would deny neutrality
to any nation openly defying it Fortified by this faith in
fee collective responsibility of nations to uphold niternaUonal
justice, he outlined his plan for a general reduction of arms
The French Chamber held its breath as he went from
clause to dause of his proposals In the public gallery there;

